No Waste, Easier Installations and Peace of Mind with Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump

FASTER INSTALLATION With the Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump the installation is fast - it takes less than 5 minutes. Simply unfold the sump, align it with the drain and cut the drain hole on the appropriate markings. Installation requires no special skills.

NO WASTE With Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump, you are only shipped the sump. There is no waste and no extra pieces to discard. When field fabricating a sump - you will have 8 pieces of waste per sump.

LESS MATERIAL HANDLING With Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump, you are handing one piece.

NO CUTTING Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump does not require cutting or matching of angles or slopes.

CLEAN, FACTORY CUT MATERIALS With Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump, you are starting with perfect 90° angles and clean cut edges that are square. This aids in the installation of your tapered system.

SINGLE SOURCE RESPONSIBILITY Hunter Panels Hinged Target Sump will arrive with your tapered panels on the same truck, with special wrapping for ease of identification on the job site.

For more information on this product, visit www.hunterpanels.com.